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ablaut in the singular, but the weak grade in the dual and
plural. Thus for example the singular and plural of the
verbs for 'to be\ and 'to go* were: *es-mi, *es-si, *6s-ti,
*s-m<is or *s-m6s, *s-t<§, *s-enti; *6i-mi, *<§i-si, *ei-ti,
*i-m&s or *i-m6s, *i-t6, *j-6nti. Verbs of this class are
often called mi-verbs because the first person singular
ends in -mi. The Germanic languages have only pre-
served a few traces of the mi-conjugation (§ 547). Nearly
all the verbal forms, which originally belonged to this
class, passed over into the 6-conjugation in the prim.
Germanic period.
In the thematic verbs the stem-vowel, which could be
either of the strong or weak grade of ablaut, remained
unchanged throughout the present; in the former case
they are called imperfect presents (as ceosan, to choose;
helpan, to lielp] etan, to eat] &c.), and in the latter case
aorist presents (as OE. lucan, to close; murnan, to mourn ;
<Src.). The present was formed by means of the thematic
vowels, e, o, which came between the root and the per-
sonal endings, thus the present singular and plural of
the verb for 'to bear* was *bhero (from *bher-o-a),
*bh6r-e-si, *bher-e-ti, *bher-o-mes, (-mos), *bher-e-te,
*bh6r-o-nti. Verbs of this class are generally called
6-verbs because the first person singular ends in -6. The
old distinction between the mi- and the 6-conjugation was
fairly well preserved in Greek, as ctju, / am, etjxi, / go,
SiSwjjLi, / give; jjicVw, / remain, Trei0&>, / persuade; rplp<u,
/ rub, tu<|>w, / smoke.
§ 473, In treating the history of the verbal forms in
OE. it is advisable to start out partly from prim. Germanic
and partly from the oldest OE. The Indg. verbal system
underwent so many radical changes in prim. Germanic
that it would be necessary to treat here in detail the verbal
system of the non-Germanic languages such as Sanskrit,
Greek, and Latin in order to account for all the changes.

